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Reproduction Story
1. Let the pupils read the story silently.
2. Let the pupils tell the story orally.
3. Use any part oj it as a dictation lesson.
4. Use the lesson as supplementary work in 

oral reading.
5. Let the pupils write the s.ory in their own 

words.

THE LAND OF NOD.

Have you ever been to the Land of Nod ? 
1 was there last night. It is the most wonder
ful place that ever was seen. All the babies 
in all the world are there. Their mammas 
and papas, brothers and sisters are there, too. 
The houses are made of caramels with doors 
of plum cake. Whenever you are hungry, 
you can just go to a door and eat all you want. 
It rains honey and cream, and whenever it 
hails great chocolate drops and peanuts come 
rattling down. It snows white sugar and 
pink ice cream. The fountains run lemonade, 
and pies and cakes grow on every tree. If 
you want to go to this wonderful land, you 
must climb into mamma’s lap, shut your eyes 
tight, keep just as still as a mouse, and you 
will soon be there.

(4) (5) (6)
987237647 
15314628 

•-----:--------

864376928
182153764

287639125
164243621

(7) (8) (9)
826375239
165219326

296346185
123128127

234675297
143156189

(10) (11) (12)
8*3607453
121768214

163762465
123456728

423697285
167234167

EXERCISE III.

1. Fill in the blanks :
Two sevens and ------ — 22.
Two eights and------ - 26.
Five tens and------ - 5$.
Three "sevens and ------ - 25.
Four nines and ------ - 43.
2. Write in words 90, 300, 3000, 5003, 

4060, 39860.
3. Express in figures, two thousand, three 

thousand and five, five thousand seven hun
dred and fifty, ninety-three thousand four 
hundred and three.

Arithmetic
EXERCISE I.—ADDITION.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
68943 18567 65623 19846
89762 92676 34342 23567
48739 89728 92689 98439
26958 46237 29865 56985
47384 69298 18726 98766
98678 98989 98643 67398

(5) (6) (7) (8)
83298 98862 19876 *9435
67281 37625 27638 62397
29436 98467 19872 2q68q
98765 28739 25637 92345
56789 86457 98769 85692
32323 19876 19876 66779

(9) (10) (11) (12)
62735 29876 37652 98762
29328 18567 42376 27637
65479 2864<) 98643 19876
89762 32186 29876 35694
37685 98778 98764 18437
98766 29292 19876 96546

EXERCISE II.—SUBTRACTION.
(I)

986346825
172123562

(2) (3)
567894346 169235459
«2345.3628 1231 23374

EXERCISE IV.

1. How many horns have four cows ?
2. What number is three less than nine ?
3. How many eyes have four chickens ?
4. How many shoes have two span of 

horses ?
5. What number added to five makes 

eight ?
EXERCISE v.

Copy and complete :
Three and seven are------.
One and eight are------.
Nine less two is ------.
Eight less four is ----- -,
Ten less nine is------ .
Four and six a'e ------ .
Nine less four is ------ .
One and seven are------ .
Four and five are------ .
Ten less four is ------.
Eight and one are —■—.
Two and seven are ------.

FOB FIRST CLASSES
Drill Arithmetic, 10c.; teachers’ edition, 90a 
Exercises In Arithmetic (teachers only). 90a 
Phonics, Vocal Expressions and Spelling. 30c. 
Mental Arithmetic Exercises, Part L, 16a 
Junior Language Lessons, 16a 
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